PRE RECITAL CLOSING CAST

TITLE - TBD
(Choreographers – Ms. Lyla & Ms. Minda)

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING DANCERS!!!

1. Kristian Espinoza
   6. Chloe Piper

2. Emelianna Sandoval
   7. Rebecca Dunbar

3. Hagez Bahta
   8. Marissa Schumacher

4. Eleanor Johnson
   9. Tresa Sievertsen

5. Ashlyn Sidelko
   10. Ruby Lopez
REHEARSAL SCHEDULE:

**Rehearsal Location:** Meadowood Recreation Center (3054 S. Laredo St., 80013)

**Rehearsal Day:** Fridays – March, April, May, June

**Rehearsal Dates:** March 24, 31 April 7, 14, 21, 28, May 5, 12, 19, 26, June 2

**Rehearsal Time:** 5:00-6:15 p.m.

**Other Notes & Requirements:**

*All dancers cast in this piece must be available for Morning Dress Rehearsals & Afternoon Recital for the **Pre Level on Saturday, June 10**. This Closing piece is in addition to dancers’ participation in their classes’ performances in the Beg-Adv Recitals. This Closing piece will only be danced in the Pre Level Recital.

*Dancers are only allowed **TWO EXCUSED ABSENCES** from these particular Friday rehearsals. We have already allotted for no rehearsal on March 18 (Spring Break) & May 27 (Memorial Day Weekend). Any rehearsal absence must be pre-approved by Ms. Maggie, except for a last-minute illness or COVID exposure, which should also be communicated. Fewer absences are preferable for the process.

*Please make sure that you can commit to all rehearsals & performances before accepting your casting. Excessive absences will not be allowed, as it delays the progress of the routine for the choreographer & the other dancers.

*Please make sure to call the Dance Office at 303.326.8308 or e-mail dance@auroragov.org by **Wednesday, March 1** to accept your casting in this Closing choreographic piece! We look forward to you shining in the Closing of the Pre Spring Dance Recital!